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No Change in Campus Policy
For Recruiting, Says Dusel
By MARC’ NCRRE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
College officials yesterday reiterated their position that Dow
Chemical Company has a right to
recruit on campus.
Executive Vice President William Dusel said Dow will be on
campus Monday and Tuesday conducting interviews in the Administration Building. Members of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) held a meeting last
night to decide what tactics will
be used by the group in its effort
to bar Dow from campus.
The administrative statement,
quoting from established college
policy rules, said demonstrations
"must be conducted in such a way

Sigma Chi, Dusel
May Not Discuss
Group’s Expulsion
The SJS chapter of Sigma Chi
fraternity has yet to contact
Executive Vice-President William
J. Dusel to discuss its expulsion
from the campus.
Chapter President Tom Doolittle
said, after receiving the expulsion
order from College President Robert D. Clark Monday, that a meeting with Dusel was scheduled for
sometime this week.
But yesterday afternoon Doolittle said, "We have not met with
Mr. Dusel and it doesn’t look like
we will meet with him."
Dusel said, "I have not been
approached by any members and
have not heard of any plans for
a meeting."
Doolittle did meet with Dean of
Students Stanley Benz to clarify
the meaning of expulsion.
"In a nutshell it means that the
college has withdrawn recognition
from Sigma Chi," Benz said.
Benz said the expulsion means
that Sigma Chi must relinquish its
right to college benefits, resources,
privileges, and the use of facilities
as a recognized campus organization.
Doolittle said, "The expulsion
hurt us a little bit, but house
moral is still high."

that they do not, by noise or action, interfere with normal college
business, disrupt the instructional
program, or harrass or frustrate
other activities."
It emphasized the fact that
placement interviews are an approved activity of the college and
that no recommendations have
been made by student or faculty
legislative bodies to change the
basic policy.
Security precautions were also
emphasized in the statement.
"Because of the patterns of recent demonstrations against Dow
Chemical Company in other parts
of the country, additional security
measures will be taken to safeguard the vital operations of the
Administration building from disruption.
"Access to the building will be
permitted only to employees and
to students having necessary and
legitimate business in the building.
"Willful or malicious obstructions of any street or sidewalks
open to the public is now a violation of the California Penal Code.
Students should consider this in
their responses to requests to disperse.
"The services of the city police
have been requested on a standby status. They will be called into
action only if college authority is
disregarded."
A petition, circulated by SDS
calling for Dow to be barred from

campus, had received nearly 300
signatures by yesterday afternoon.
A debate, scheduled fere today,
on the issue of Dow’s presence on
campus, has been cancelled.
Garth Steen, president of campus
Young Republicans and one of
those scheduled to participate in
the debate, withdrew, saying he
didn’t consider the issue a legitimate point of debate.
"Obviously, I won’t change their
minds," he said. ’As long as the

campus has a policy of being open
to any companies at all then we
cannot bar particular companies
merely because they produce products of military value.
"Dow has said that less than one
half of one percent of its business is concerned with the production of napalm. To exclude 99%
per cent of their business enterprises from consideration by students on campus would be ridiculous."

By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
For the first time in at least
17 years at SJS three students
are suspended from school today
for disrupting the instruction of
an academic class.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, approving verbatim a recommendation from a special hearing board, announced for publication today the suspension of the
three to be effective immediately.
Ira Meltzer, graduate political
science major and former ASB Attorney General, and Alan Nick
Kopke, senior history major, are
suspended until Fall Semester,
1968. They may apply for re-admission for that semester.
James Hurst, junior history major, is suspended for the remainder
of the current semester. He may
apply for re-admission the next
semester.
The Board based the recommendations on its finding that the
three disrupted ROTC drill on
Oct. 3, and thus violated a college
rule against interference of an
academic class.
The Board chose, in effect, to

Writes Senator

Lee Blasts Bradley’s Views
By CHARLES PANKRATZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Vic Lee, ASB president, has sent
a letter to State Senator Clark
Bradley, R-San Jose, condemning
his denunciation of the Jabberwock newspaper and campus institutions and persons as being
part of a "left-wing conspiracy."
Student Council Wednesday
passed a resolution asking Sen.
Bradley to appear on campus to
justify the accusations.
Lee’s letter reads, in part, "Your
recent statements attacking President Robert Clark, the tutorials
program, faculty salary increases,
student’s right to dissent, and an
ASB campus publication (ASS
government supported Jabber-

wock) have taken you beyond your
scope of authority."
Sen. Bradley recently attacked
the Jabberwock as being part of
a "left wing conspiracy to undermine America." Earlier this week,
Gene Lokey, former executive director and publisher of the Jabberwock, announced he would sue
Bradley for damages if his statement would lower advertising volume in the Jabberwock.
BRADLEY ATTACKS
Sen. Bradley also attacked members of the SJS faculty and several council members hoped Bradley would reveal their names.
Sen. Bradley complained after
the Jabberwock’s second Issue car-

Poster Removal Discussed

Security Police, Profs Meet
A communication gap was narrowed yesterday when campus security police and three professors
discussed the recent removal of
anti-war posters from office doors.
The meeting involved Dr. Anthony D’Abbracci, Dr. Craig Harrison, and Dr. Phillip Jacklin, all
assistant professors of philosophy
who had posters removed from
their office doors on Monday afternoon. Elmer Graham, head of campus security and Officer Peter

Three Out Immediately,
Fourth Gets Probation

Rocha, entered Harrison and Jacklin’s office to remove another antiVietnam poster attached to the inside of the door’s glass pane, were
also present.
Graham explained the removal
of posters was a "routine activity."
Campus security police were acting under a directive which Graham says entitles his security force
to remove posters from the outside of buildings, trees and painted
surfaces inside buildings.

The directive does not include
glass surfaces of faculty office
doors which may display circulars,
newspaper articles and any posters.
D’Abbracci and Harrison originally submitted complaints to the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT). Dr. John Galm, AFT President, said, "This issue involves the
origin of authority on police activity. I intend to pursue this with
the administration and Academic
Council until I get an answer."

ried a two-page picture story
showing Vietnam war bombing
victims.

’Symbolic Violence’ at SJS, Says White
Ry RITA PEDERNEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Violence is as American as apple pie,"
according to Negro militant H. Rapp Brown,
and SJS Ombudsman J. Benton White concedes that "the United States cut its teeth
on violence."
There are several kinds of violence, however, and the threats made during the recent
racial crisis at SJS were symbolic rather than
another manifestation of Black Power, White
explained.
The threatened violence was a storm signal,
a warning of the ever-growing alienation of
the Negro community from white society, the
ombudsman said.
HEED WARNING
SJS and the off-campus community should
heed this warning as an opportunity to respond to the problem because it is clearly in
focus and the public is aware of the seriousness of the situation, he continued.
"Violence as a symbol should not necessarily
be applied unless all else fails," the former

SJS Methodist chaplain on leave of absence
said.
"Violence is feared, but issues must be
stated strongly in order to be reacted to,’
he continued. "I don’t see it as an alternative
to peaceful means, but it has played a role
in history in bringing about change."
The ombudsman commended President Ftobert D. Clark’s "statesmanlike" response to the
threats of violence at the SJS-E1 Paso football game made by off-campus sources.
A dangerous situation was avoided because
President Clark felt lives were more important and cancelled the game, the minister
observed.
CLARK’S CRITICS
President Clark’s critics, including GOV.
Reagan, State Supt. of Public Instruction
Max Rafferty and State Sen. Clark Bradley,
Ft -San JOSE‘, "must nnt be aware of the total
picture, otherwise they would join the president’s group of admirers rather than detractors." White said.
"My own view is that if someone doesn’t
take the opportunity to prevent violence, then
Lord help us all," he said emphatically.
Ombudsman White does not anticipate any
obstacles in his task of alleviating discrimination at SJS, but he does see three problem
areas:
First, there are still people in the commites.leler

nity who question the severity of the problem at SJS and in the community.
Second, people, individually and collectively,
tend to think of themselves as tolerant. They
do not see the need to change themselves and
resent being asked to change. If they are resentful, they will not, respond to the problem.
RESENT CHANGE
Third, people generally resent change no
matter what the intention because of the
energy and time involved. Inertia will have
to he overcome in order to stimulate change.
White said he is committed to his Job as
ombudsman through June 1968 when his leave
of absence expires.
The ombudsman position is not alien to
what he has been doing, the minister said,
but he has not decided what he will do after
June or even if the ombudsman position will
be retained by the college.
Before coming to SJS seven years ago,
White was on the Mayor’s Human Relations
Council of Lincoln, Neb., worked with the
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the
Student Non-violent coordinating Committee
ISNCC) and helped Negroes register to vote
during the Mississippi Freedom Summer in
1964.
A graduate of the University of Alabama,
the ombudsman and his wife, Mary Lou, have
two sons, Tommy, five, and Matthew, three.

mero differed in every category
from the others," states Norton.
"We felt that he needs advice and
a relatively light sentence that
will hopefully point out to him the
errors of his ways." The nature of
Romero’s penalty is such that it
will not be recorded on his record.
Similiarily, Hurst was suspended
only to the end of this semester
because the board decided that he
is younger than Meltzer and
Kopke, and could have been unduly influenced by them. Jules

JIM HURST
SDS member
conduct probation through the rest
of the current academic year.
Suspension differs from academic disqualification. Instead of
entering grades on the student’s
permanent record, the registrar
records the fact that he was suspended, but does not indicate the
IRA MELTZER
reason for that suspension. All
former Attorney General
fees are forfeited, and the student’s academic standing in his Loventhal, graduate representative on Student Council and one
of the two students on the fivemember board, filed a statement
to this effect with the Board’s
final recommendation.
Reactions of the four students
could not be obtained by deadline, since they are receiving official notification of the Burn’s decision through certified mail this
morning, according to Burns.
They may appeal the decision to
Pres. Clark, State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, and ultimately to the civil courts.

LEE ASKS
In the letter Lee asked, "Is a
person necessarily a Communist if
he voices dissent?" If this was
the case, then Sen. Bradley has no
right to attack various campus organizations, the ASB president declared.
Lee sent the letter Tuesday.
"When the next issue arises involving an action by President
Clark, if you have a criticism, tell
us here on our own campus. Let
the students get it straight from
you. But try to have the facts behind your statements. For without
facts we can only assume that you
NICK KOPKE
don’t know what you’re talking
ASB candidate
about, but assume that you are
only playing a little game of poli- classes at the time of suspension
tics for 1970," Lee said.
is not recorded.
Board Chairman Theodore NorWITHDRAWS RESOLUTION
Council also listened as Lee ton, associate professor of political
withdrew his resolution calling for science, explained that the age,
a "Legal Alternatives to the year in school, and degree of inDraft" booth on Seventh St. be- volvement of each participant in
cause a member of the American the disruption were taken into
Friends Society, a newly recog- consideration.
"By everyone’s testimony, Itonized campus group that calls itself a non-profit service club,
withdrew its support to man the
booth.
Council also approved the appointment of Igor Vasiliev, junior
pre-med major, to the post of Election Board chairman, replacing
Steve Munzel. who is the new
Election Board attorney.

MO.

EDITOR’S NOTE: J. Benton White was appointed
ombudsman in September by SJS President Robert D. Clark following the campus crisis during
which discrimination was charged. This is the see.
end of two articles examining the problems end
accomplishments of the ombudsman.

slap the wrists of a fourth student
charged with disrupting that Oct.
3 drill. Robert Romero, sophomore
art major, is placed on informal
-

Folk Singer
To Perform
Here Tonight

A performance tonight by blind
folk singer Doc Watson will conclude the two-week "Anatomy of
Loneliness" seminar sponsored by
the College Union Program Board.
The show starts at 8:30 in the
Mena’ Gymnasium, and students
will be admitted free.
The 44-year-old guitarist’s repertoire includes old blues, country
songs, and "Grand Ole Opry"
tunes. He uses the individualistic
finger-picking style in which the
forefinger touches the strings directly and plucks out the tune
while the thumb plunks out a moving bass. He also plays the banjo
and harmonica.
Doc readily admits that his
songs and technique were as much
copied from early listening to radio
and records as they were derived
from the folk around his birthplace.
Blind sine(’ early childhood, he
received his first instrument at
the age of 11, a fretless banjo
made by his father.
Watson began as lead guitarist
in a local pop band, and later a
talent scout arranged a tour for
him in 1960. Doc was a replacement in 1962 at the prestigious
Los Angeles folk singers’ mecca,
Ash Grove, and he has been moving up in the country-western
music field ever since.
Doc has completed more than
300 tour engagements, and has recorded four LP’s.

ASB, Alumni
Push January
Graduation
A petition campaign requesting
January graduation ceremonies has
been endorsed by ASB Student
Council and the Alumni Association, according to senior business
major Jim Earnhardt.
Earnhardt, who is spearheading
the campaign, said approximately
345 of the 1200 prospective January graduates have signed petitions as of yesterday urging SJS
President Robert D. Clark to authorize the ceremonies.
Petition gatherers were handicapped by rain Monday and part
of Tuesday, Earnhardt pointed
out. A booth in front of Spartan
Bookstore will be open through
Tuesday.
The signatures will be presented
to President Clark on Tuesday
morning by ASB President Vie
Lee, Earnhardt and co-worker
Mark Roberts, The president said
he was not aware students desired
the winter ceremonies and Earnhardt believes the petition will indicate that desire.
Earnhardt estimated the ceremonies would cost $2500 if 600
graduates participate. June commencement cost $5500 when 1200
of 3400 eligible participated. Ceremonies in September for summer
graduates cost $4500 when 200 of
800 eligible donned caps and
gowns.
The major cost of June commencement was $4000 for 1200
printed programs listing names of
graduates. Speakers usually cost
$1000 to $1500, but Earnhardt said
an on -campus speaker who would
speak for no fee would be sought
Los Angeles Times publisher
Otis Chandler spoke in June for
$500 and SJS academic Vice President Hobert Burns spoke in September for no fee.

Revision Meeting
The ASB Constitutional Revision
Committee will hold its first meeting Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Council Chambers at the
College Union.
The meeting Is open to an interested students.
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain die beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Advertising Mgr.
Editor
KEN RECKER
KEN BRYANT
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Black is black ill111 14 kite it:Nliite.
But this 55 not so true. W e are turn
apart by race, color. religion, and nationality daily. Even in these stibilatiterisips,
there is confusion.
Harry Edwards, sociology instructor,
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Editor:
In reply to E. Marles Alaimo’s letter on
the tower list:
Although Tau Delta Phi hopes that students
will try to be honest and fair in their rating
of professors, the individual must use his own
judgment.
Several precautions are taken, however, to
prevent multiplicity of ratings by one student.
11) Each student turning in a packet of
cards most present his student body card to
be marked by the person collecting the cards.
12) The cards are hand -sorted by Tau Delta
Phi members into stacks according to the
professors’ names. Packets containing duplicate cards rating one professor are thrown
out.
Tau Delta Phi would appreciate the return
of packets by students who have extras. This
will help keep expenses down and enable us
to continue providing this service to the
students.
Don A. Kirby, A01555

ica’s actions in Vietnam are sacrificing our dentotratic

Editor:

ideals_ then the ac-

tion of the committee at 1..ACC is of

Should

the board continue to dic-

tate editorial

content

to

the

’Colle-

gian- without opposition, them people
better belies,. that it not only can but
will happen here.

In the city press, the Spartan Daily, the
local TV station and in numerous handouts
poured into depattmenttli offices, we are told
of the activity of "the faculty." Time and
again these statements turn out to be those
of spokesmen of a limited group. Now, there
is nothing wrong with any organization getting the word around as to its viewpoint.
But, do they have the right to speak for "the
faculty?"
The recent report in the Daily (Nov. 14)

that suggest, tIi.. tluee talditional promotions
were directly cteditable to certain organizations is fallaci,os. It is true that they pushed
the matter. But it is also true that complaints
had been filed even before that with the Academic Council and that body dealt with the
problem.
Actually, one of the most outspoken of the
organizations tried to circumvent procedures
and the proposal was voted down in favor of
existing mechanisms. Furthermore, this same
organization cluttered the machinery by advocating that everybody who, by the wildest
chance might be considered, should appeal.
There are those who threaten sanctions "by
the faculty." By whom? Such statements are
irresponsible for it is very doubtful that anything near a majority of the faculty would
participate in such action. It would seem that
the expression, "the faculty," should be reserved for the_majority,,not for the limited
case.
Let us have an end to this. Let us have the
majority spoken for by the one body most
nearly representative of the faculty. the Academic Council. Other bodies may speak for
their groups but they’ do not have the right
to speak for the rest of the faculty and should
not do so either by subterfuge, implication or
overt statement.

Janies P. Heath.

Professor of Zoology
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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Guest Room

Outlaw Napalm as Dangero us Weapon
Ili lilt. ROBERT
PEPPER
,\sst t’r.t. ol he.disli and Humanities
ar is is ar gr,olied. People get burned,
stalMed.
lilt,’.. it tip. A ar is hell, as
tile goiwritl -aid. 11111 tliart the way thing,
hill
Vs II& mankind is still around,
thire’s nothing 14’4’ can tl.i about it--right?
Mash,
Then if people are going to
ki11,1 or injured in a war, dot’s it really
Ii....?
1,-. it doe.. tui,l 1.th j
itt this
opinion his Iliiite ei%ilizeil governments
vs liii MI 1110,1 Mailerv are rill in favor of

international anarchy. sometimes called
national sovereignts.
Flow many -ohlicr- in this century have
Mini -ditto bullets? Not very

been hit hr

bullets that expand on
impact were oullassed a long time ago.
floss mans soldiers ill this country have
heen killed or incapacitated by poison
gas? Quite a few in A orld War I. hot
very few since. Sporadic accusations !vase
liven toady its Ilie Iasi 50 years, but most
countries had had e ..... ugh of that horror
many. Softtio-cel

by Nos. I 1. 1918.
Ifow many people in this century have
liven killed or maimed by nuclear wrap.

ons? A

large number in ,bipan in

l945,

111111. Iii dab’.
vapons?
111/W Mall% II, bill/100,j
-mile in NI/Ma. if North Korean and Chilli..., charges Isere accurate: but our government sirention,ly denied those charges.
If our goserionctit N%
1..11illg the truth,
hut (I,ailis at all
to date.
Dum-dtim bullets, poison gas, atomic
bombs. germ warfare: cis ilized nations
haYe so far agreed_ offivially or tacitly,
that dies :ire all hit 1.Till ilif. }Mini& of
civilized behasior. It n..ilni within those
hounds?
Read the description of It gas attack in
since

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty menthols on matters affecting the campus and its studenti4.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Dolores Ciarctellt, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m, in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.
MIN=

that classic anti -war poem, "Dulce et Decorum Est," by Vs ilfred Owen (who died
in the trenches Then read about Vietnamese women and children burned alive
by U.S. napalm. Which is worse?
L.S. napalm, so far as I know, is the
only kind there is. And Dow Chemical
Corporation, so far as I know, is the only
company that intakes it. If Em wrong on
either count, Ell’ be grateful for correction.
Whether or not napalm is only one per
cent of Dow’s business is not important.
And the fact that someone else would
make it if Dow didn’t is not important
either. That’s the defense individual Nazis
ustd at the Nuremberg Trials about the
gassing of Jews. "If 1 didn’t do it, someone else would."
Napalm should be outlawed along with
now. Not
when the
ieinam War ends; that may
go on for years. ICs high tithe that men
of g I will began to say, "I won’t sup
port or eau done immoral acts."
I hope Dow Chemical executives will
those other barbarous weapons

say that, I ntil they do, I’ll join the protesters.

Through this dislocation, there cannot
be recognition, at least the recognition that
the black nationalists desire. The choice
of violence has become quite debatable,
but only’ on one side. When asked what
black nationalists want, leaders such as
H. Rap Brown and Harry Edwards reply,
"recognition." They seem to conceptualize

and recognition are synonymous. They are not.
To gain their goals, they have ignored
the white community as a possible con-

that dignity.

structive organ, but just as a destructive
organ. And in return, the white community is losing confidence in the Negro

search for identity.
There is decidedly In new wave of conservatism sweeping across the nation. One
need only look ai the successes of Ronald
Reagan, to see that many people are
against niiissive governmental expenditure’s. Also, it seems that you can push a
trap al
t so long, without it springing
hack upon you. ’rhis is what appears inevitable.

witAT

WOULD HAPPEN?

What then would happen to the Negro
in America should this philosophy of
burning be taken to COIllpletion?
’The Negro would he placed in vivid
racial strife. There would be internal revolution. In such a position, the Negro
would truly have to fight for his existence.
There could no longer be any dialogue
between the two races. Out of this would

grow instilled bigotry, hate and final
racial war.
After 200 years of being subjugated,
this tyranny of human rights must stop!
But inn order to retain inner dignity, there
must be logic to the methods and rationality.

There are shades of black and white to
each problem. We should remember not
to look just at the black or just at the
white of these issues.

Stray
Slants
By BRUCE ANDERSON
JOHNNY MARIJUANASEED
Once upon a time there was a young
man named Johnny Marijitattaseed who
could not cope with the world (so he was
told) so he smoked marijuana.
Anti each day as he read the newspaper
he discoveml that there were other people who couldn’t cope.
the whole country can’t cope
either!" he exclaimed one day.
Being patriotic he wanted to help out
so he planted marijuana all over the land.
After several years, he became a legend.
Then the cops jumped hi to and put him
in jail for causing physical and psychic
manifestations of thirst, hunger, nausea,
dizziness, abdominal pains, drowsiness,
irritability, delusions, uncontrollable hilarity, prostration, depression Mill mental
conf usi on.
But no jail could hold Johnny for one
day a bearded spirit came into his cell and
said, "It’s time to go to that great high
in the sky."

So ends the tale

of

Johnny Marijuana

’Class Card Files
For Public Use
Ruled Unavailable

Bakmas
Flower Shop
Flowers,
Corsages,
and
Bouquets
for special
occasions or
"just because."
10111 & Saida Clara

292-0462

A
SIC %Ileum Point

INC MI

UM

Pent 250

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
etc’s rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
Bles "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
SIC Duo at your
campus store now.

The administration building lobby seems strangely silent since
state college officials removed the
communal black book.
The card file containing students’ name, address, phone and
class schedule was ordered removed by the chancellor’s legal
staff this semester.
According to Hal Smith, assistant to the dean of students,
the open and unsupervised card
file was available for unauthorized
use by non-students and salesmen.
The chancellor’s legal staff termed
the information on the number
two card "privileged."
Although Smith could not recall
any outstanding case of abuse, "the
opportunity for misuse is always
there." The chancellor’s staff felt
that the address and phone should
not be available unless the student
wanted it.
Students are protected by the
college in other ways, stated
Smith. The registrar’s office will
tell telephone inquirees only if the
student is enrolled or a graduate
of the college. The student directory is available only to college
students and during registration
students may refuse to have their
name and address included.

Business School
Joins New Group

Friendly Tells His Story in Book
By RICHARD SHYPERTT
Would you give up a $100,000
a year job rather than compromise personal high standards?
Fred W. Friendly did.
The decision in 1966 to leave a
well paying vice-presidency of
CBS news cart be found in his
book, "Due to Circumstances Beyond Our Control."
Friendly’s action was discussed
yesterday by Gordon B. Greb, associate professor of Journalism, at
the faculty book talk in rooms A
and B of the cafeteria.
Friendly left CBS because the
company refused to drop a rerun

of "I Love Lucy" in order to cover
Ambassador George Kenna n’s
testimony in the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee’s hearing on
Vietnam, Feb. 15, 1966.
Greb stressed that the incident
brought national attention to the
conflict between television’s best
and worst instincts.
Friendly and his partner, the
late Edward R. Murrow, were
dedicated newsmen. The pair constantly clashed with CBS management’s desire not to be controversial.

Management’s fear of the public
and sponsor’s disapproval of TV
production caused a conservative
attitude.
Nevertheless, Friendly and Murrow were not prevented from making dynamic news reports. To
prove this point, Greb played tape
recordings of Murrow telecasts to
the audience.
Most dramatic was Murrow’s
March 9, 1954 broadcast condemning Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, R.Wis. McCarthy accused top government and military leaders of

Peck, Curtis Star
In Tonight’s Flick

being communists. Murrow took
past recordings made by McC:11-0,Y
and cleverly showed the senator ,
Captain Newman, M.D., the
contradicting himself statement
after statement. Grob feels that story of hospitalized psychologically disturbed soldiers during warMurrow’s nem isift show helped
time, starring Gregory Peck, Tony
bring an end to McCarthy and ids ! Curtis, and Bobby Darin, is toscare."
"communist
night’s Friday Flicks in Morris
Greb concluded by saying that, Dailey Auditorium.
Peck plays the title role of an
contrary to the book’s title, cirarmy chief of neuro-psychiatry on
cumstances are within our control
a remote desert hospital
and that television can enlarge and ! Admission to members of the
enrich the viewing habits s,f Amer- college community is 35 cents. The
programs start at 6:30 and 9:30.
ica’s millions.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

Special Edition

SPARTAN DAELTS
Filday, November 17, 1967

When’s the Lost Time You Were in

The Dog House

Tuesday’s Spartan Daily will be
the last edition published until
after Thanksgiving vacation. A
special Thanksgiving edition will
be included, edited by Bob Kenney, Spartan Daily investigative
writer.
The paper appears again the
Wednesday following vacation.

8th and Santa Clara

GARAGE
EUROPA
850 LINCOLN AVENUE

Home of the
GOURMET HOT DOG
LONG JOHN HAMBURGER
Also Featuring
STEAK SHRIMP CHICKEN and FISH DINNERS
And for your pleasure
CHOICE OF 3 BREAKFAST SPECIALS 550 Each

295.9082

Dash of spice:

Sixty major university and college business schools, including
SJS, have joined to form the Western Association of Collegiate
Schools of Business. The associae
tion was formed to promote and
improve collegiate education for
business in the Pacific Western
Region, according to Dr. Milburn
D. Wright, dean of the School of
Business at SJS.
"We will have the opportunity to
exchange ideas with schools from
Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Os-ego n,
Washington, British Columbia, and
Montana," said Dean Wright. "Until now we have only had direct
contact with schools nearby," he
added.
Dr. William Voris of the University of Arizona, T usc on, was
elected the first association president.

WATERMAN-SIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

Badge Winners
Winning numbers in the Homecoming Badge Contest have been
selected and are posted in the
lobby of the Student Union, 315
South 9th Street, announced Vic
Lee, A.S. President. Numbers may
he verified in the Union.

because Gant...

believes a shirt...

G A 11

SHIRTMAKERS

never should...

i

I!

Striped Button-Down Hugger
Take the flare and fit of the famous Gant
cotton oxford button-down; add a colorful
striping and you have a pleasant change of
pace in your shirt wardrobe.

MANN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS
234-3352
Open Monday thru Friday until 9:30
419 Town & Country Village

be bland

A shirt Is more than something to hang your tie on. It’s a stimulant to make you feel
good, look good throughout the day. This is why Gant puts spice into this King
Striped Oxford button-down. Added ingredients: Gant tailoring, casual roll of collar, trim Hugger body In a potpourri of spice colors. About $8 at discerning stores.

I-1 I

Sold at:

-r NA

..dch.. 104C

Ft

MANN HAUS / MOSHER’S LTD.

4SPARTAN nmtv

Imsigisi Only!
S’prcia I Student Price..

FREE WITH THIS COUPON
7

ISO To Celebrate
Festival of lights
At Dinner Tonight

Friday. November 17. 1467

PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
Witt, any dry cleaning order
Coupon must accompany Order

CLEANING CENTER

1.11.

[
C.:
c
c
5,C
---

266 East Santa Clara (next to Lucky Market) 287-0933

411111.11.

delightful ... marvel.
ously witty! The most
alert, clever
funny material The
Committee has yet
performed!"
Eichelbaum/
E,mmer

end

THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

The International Student Or-

ghe etimifiittet

ganization
Diwali,

1122 Broadvm. 312411/01. Regular. Show 1.-00 PAL ImonOteed Show tido P
Nighlty tamp Mon. Sat. 530.10.* 1220. minors welcome. sludent Diwount

IlSOt

will

honor

the Indian Festival of

Lights celebrating the change of
the seasons, tonight with an In-

thmivrirtiffITrM_YrMtrffriTtITTIffitririn-riril4n-1

Indian enter-

dian dinner and
tainment.

America’s .111,st Beautiful . . .

RELAX, REFRESH AT HOWARD’S

HOHIRAU
Authentic German f

The menu will include chicken

SUNDAY
7

a.m.-10:30 p.m.

,

curry,

garbanzo

spiced

India

bean

rice

with

curry,
vege-

tables and Indian bread.

worn from a day of schooling or studying, stop
here . . . relax with tile refreshing cool taste of our flavorful
fountain snacks. They are always good.

Graduate Fellowship
Applications Available

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY

ate Fellowships for the academic

When you’re

110F)31101
S. Market St.

from 6 to 8 p.m. Tickets
ray be purchased in ADM201.

through

Imported and doinestir lires on tap

GARDEN CITY

chi tstian Church, 80 So. Fifth

TUESDAY

I

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

bei s. will be held at the First

OPEN

1VOriV1

The event, 75 cents for ISO
illellIberS and $1.25 for non mem-

7th and Santa Ilara

"Want a company
where you can really
put your education
to work? See IBM
Nov. 20th, 21st, 22nd:’
"Some of the engineers \vim graduated helot e ine
complained that their education didn’t mean much
in their jobs. That’s not what I wanted.- "as N I BM’s
Jim Carr. (Jim is a Manager of Mechanical Process
Engineering.)
"At IBM I knew I’d be using what I learned. There’s so
much diversity here that you can usually work in the specific
area you choose. In my own case, I majored in Mechanical
Engineering and minored in Metallurgy. Today my ME degree
means more than ever. And I often use my metallurgical
background. For example, I’m now working on a process
development program that requires a knowledge of machine
design, metallurgy, heat transfer, and chemistry, all of which
I studied in school.
"Another good thing about IBM’s diversity is that it
creates an interdisciplinary environment. You get a chance
to work with and learn from people in many different fields.
Since our industry is growing so fast, the people you talk to
are likely to be working at state-of-the-art levels or beyond."
The!
a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has mentioned.
We’d like to tell you about it when we’re on campus. We’ll be ,
interviewing for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications,
Programming, Research and Development, Manufacturing,
and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office, even
if you’re headed for graduate school or military service.
And if you can’t make a campus interview, send an outline
of your interests and educational background to Mr. E. C.
Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We’re an
equal opportunity employer.
L-3 r

One Block fr

Application for State Graduyear of 1968-69 are still available in ADA1242, according to

S.H

Donald
lirector.

Ryan,

financial

aids

Educated Housewife
Meets With’ Hostility
TOREI.1.0
Campus Lire

Editor

The woman who lives in suburbia and wants to return to
college had better prepare herself for the rote of a "trailblazer" surrounded by a sea of
hostile neighbors.
At least, this is the impression given by Dr. Harold Hodges,
chairman of the Department of
Sociology a nd Anthropology,
and Dr. Gail Putney Fullerton.
assistant professor of sociology
and anthropology, who headed a
seminar yesterday entitled, "The
Educated Woman in Suburbia."
The event, open to all students, was sponsored by Associated Women Students and the
Women Over 29 Club.
"You are mavericks," Dr.
Hodges told the audience of
mostly women students. "You
are trailblazing and today we
need the trailblazer."
The "convergence" of male
and female rules in our society
has created a "quiet revolution,"
according to Dr. Hodges. "And
revolutions evoke counter-revolutions. Educated women are
encountering resistance from the
world of the more orthodox female more than from the male
world."
He likened the plight of the
educated suburban woman to
that of the Jew in the United
States, who must cope with a
"quiet resistance" rather than
with an overt anti-Semitism.
"The suburban woman returning to college," added Dr. Fullerton, "must face neighbor women
who drop over and ask hostile
questions about her children
such as ’How is little Johnny
doing in school?’ or ’Doesn’t
Janey miss her mother?’"
The modern American woman
is taught as a little girl that her
status after maniage will be a
"derived status," Dr. Fullerton
continued. "But there comes a
point for many women when
they want to return to school

Volleyball Tourney
Winners Named
The winning team in the allcollege volleyball tournament
sponsored Wednesday night by
Co-Rec was "The All -Stars,"
followed by the "Bee-Jays" in
second place.
Thirteen teams consisting of
three boys and three girls coinpeted in the single-elimination
tournament.
Members of "The All-Stars"
were Janie Apple, Lynda Huey,
Judy Leong, Mike Kirschner arid
Jim Blonkenship. Members on
the "Bee-Jays" were Steve Denham, Laurie Bartlett, Betty Jensen, Craig Denham, Joel Clark
and Bev Worthington.
The tournament was organized
by Mike Collins, senior recreation major.

unit beciAne sontiihin
inure
than Mrs. John Jones. They
Mell at the least a eely mixed,
and sometimes a very negative
feeling from neighbors and relatives."
The Federal Housing Authority FHA’ has established standardized mot tgage requirements,
said the professor, and in doing
so has created a "very finelylayered grouping" of suburban
areas, all similar in income level,
age of adults and children, automobiles and educational level.
"Now suddenly you 1the educated woman have gone back
to school, and a status inconsistency has been introduced
into the neighborhood," she told
the audience. And because the
"coffee clatch" conversation of
the educated woman’s female
neighbors may no longer satisfy
her, she ends up "talking to her
neighbors’ husbands about politics -and then the neighbor
women really feel threatened."
The only solution to these
problems, concluded Dr. Fullerton, is "to move out of the
suburbs, But this is not always
feasible."

CIGS

19c
Kleenex

10c

3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

Sc
10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large

size

5c
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

Hallowed tradition
of "pinning" a girl is
up -dated by
Sprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is becoming
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite --and proceed to."cap"
their affections.
theobjectof
Why has this
come about?
Perhaps because
ofwhathappens
when you go
V
a bottle of Sprite.
through the ceremony of opening
It fizzes! Roars! Buzzes! Tingles’ Bubbles!
more
moving moment
much
a
for
makes
of
which
All
than to simply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the Idea is that if the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don’t have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite

SO TART_
AND TINGLING
WE JOT
COULDN’T
KEEP
IT QUIET
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The Final TestFloat or Flunk
Its 11111,-,A
spartan Da it
%%liter
Giving up her femininity for
a class, spending $90 for an art
project and coming back to the
classroom after dinner to work
on her assigned project is an example of what one student at
SJS is doing to pass a class,
Leila Bergs, senior art major,
is currently enrolled in an upper
division sculpture class taught
by John Battenberg, assistant
professor of art.
Hattenberg assigned a different art la:oblern to his class this
semester, a water vehicle project. The project will take each
student the entire semester to
complete.
The problem is that the finished water vehicle must be able
to float with the student in it,
but the object must not have
the shape of a boat or any other
conventional water vehicle.
Miss Bergs, while visiting an
army surplus store in San Jose,
got an idea for her object. A
round bubble with a hatch on
top. She would be able to enter
the bubble by way of the hatch,
and once inside, she could close
the hatch and bob around on top
of the water.
The idea was there, but how
to create such an object? Looking for something that she could
cast her object over, she found
an iron bouy which she described
as being "perfect."
After the bubble. had been
cast over the buoy, Miss Bergs
realized how big this project
would be. "The finished bubble
will stand seven feet high and
will be five and a half feet in
diameter," declared Miss Bergs.
"For the first time I feel as
if I’m really doing art. Before
it had always been drawing
pretty pictures without really
getting in% olved," she said.
Giving up a part-time job,
taking less units this semester
and practically having a nil so-

Weekend Plays
At Two Theaters
Tx,it theatre groups are predoling plays this weekend. The
Kangaroo Kourt, a satirical
group, opens tomorrow night at
8:30 at the Triton Museum of
Art’s Little Theatre with an
hour program of prepared reviews, including "General Wantmoreland," and "The Divorce
Game."
Following the reviews they
will take suggestions from the
audience and improvise for the
following hour. This is a one
performance show.
The Old Town Theatre in Los
Gatos will continue performances
tonight and tomorrow night at
8 and 10:30 of LeRoi Jones’
"This Property Is Condemned,"
and Tennessee Williams’ "Dutchman."

New Poly foam Scenery
To Debut in ’Peer Gynt’
Hy MONTE HIUGHANI
A revolutionary new method
of scenery construction called
Polyfoam will be used next week
for the first time in northern
California, on the set of "Peer
Gynt," Drama Department’s
third production this season.
"Polyfoam will allow more
creative scenery design since it
is three-dimensional,- said Dale
Dirks, graduate student and assistant lighting director in the
Drama Department, "our old
props were only two-dimensional."
Dirks explained that although
the Polyfoam is more expensive
than the older methods, the fact
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Simon, Garfunkel
At Civic Tonight

’

a

ar
IT WAS DONEThis is not the creation of a world but a water
vehicle for an upper division sculpture class at SJS, done by
Laila Bergs, senior art major.
cial life, Miss Bergs continues
work on her art project.
"This project means a lot to
me. It’s my baby and I really
feel as if it’s a part of my life.
After devoting so much time to
something that you yourself
have created, one does get involved, and oh boy, am I involved!" remarked Miss Bergs.
Her future work on the bubble will be molding the two
halves together, putting plexiglass around the second half so
she can look out while she’s inside and making an opening so
she can get in and out of the
object.
Miss Bergs is looking forward

to the ’party’ that the class is
going to have at the end of the
semester when she will actually
float her water vehicle along
with the rest of the class at a
nearby lake.
While some students at SJS
can be heard complaining about
spending $50 to $60 on books,
Miss Bergs said that the cost
for her one project will be about
$125, when completely finished.
"I don’t really mind spending
that much money for this project because right now it’s a part
of my life, and later on, it will
be a happy memory of my experiences at college, said Miss
Bergs.

Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel
will sing of the pain and problems of human existence tonight
at 8:30 in San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Much of the soulful melody
typical of such songs as "The
Sounds of Silence," and "Homeward Bound," will be heard.
Loneliness, illusory existence,
the pain of time passing, and
human lack of communication is
at the center of their penetrating and heartfelt tunes.

that it dries in 15 seconds and
that it ca nbe redone, quickly,
If necessary, will allow the
Drama Department to save nearly 200 manhours of labor on each
play.
The chemicals for the Piblyfoam come in two cans, one with
resin in it and the other with a
catalyst. "They are mixed under
pressure, then sprayed over the
area to be designed," Dirks
added.
A demonstration of the process
will be given next Tuesday at
4 p.m. in the Drama Department by Allen Young, representative of the WeMushet Company
in San Francisco.
"This procedure Is used extensively in the movies, but it
is relatively new to the theater,"
according to Phillip J. Flad, assistant professor of drama.
The process Is expensive. "The
Foam Master machine cost s
$1,895," said Dirks, "but it will
be worth every penny if we can
get one," he added.
’

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
San Jose

40 Bassett

St.

You buy both, if you’re
smart. Because a good label
means a good shirt. A shirt
that’s styled to last. With
rolls, pleats and tapers in
the right places. And a wide
enough selection of colors so
you don’t have to buy the
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR IMPORTED CAR
801 Lincoln

WANT A MEAL IN A MINUTE?
Come to the

gulier llou,Je
388 E. !.;e.rrid C!ar:

featuring:

same shade twice.
This Arrow "Cum Laude"
Oxford has all the things a
good label means. Buttondown roll collar with a soft
flare. Tapered waist.
Permadron so it won’t

Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
Calif., working in a caytle

Jobs in Europe

41.

It’s built like a submarine,
and is so waterproof deepsea divers trust it to time
their oxygen supply. Withstands under -water pressures up to 600 feet. Has
time-reserve indicator with
clickset rim. Fully automatic. Stainless steel adjustable bracelet.
$150

I hid son’s
Jewelers
56 South First
295-0567
Convenient Christmas Layaway
Open Thursday nights

Parking in rear of store

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and II a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

LuxembourgAmerican Student Information Service is celebrating its
10th year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arranging tours. Any student may now
choose from thousands of jobs such
as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages
up to $400 a month. ASIS maintains
placement offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help at
all times. For a booklet listing all
jobs with application forms and discount tours send $2 (job application,
oversew: handling & air mail reply) to:
Dept. 0, American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

St I um

College Discussion Group

A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

7:30
November 17th
New Wineskin
10th and San Fernando
San Jose
INTER -VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

TRI-C

SUNDAY NOV. 12
945 a.m. Seminar "Study of Romans" ch. 8
5.45 p.m. Special tape
Coffee hour following evening service,
hear top 40 rock songs

Hear About Mal

TONIGHT

3rd & San Antonio

Baha’i Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
232 S. 10th St. :"--2 248-5081
CANIITS
WORSHIP

All Welcome

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
R. Nicholus, Vicar

10 A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Student Supper (50c)

Speaker
Rev. George "Shorty" Collins

’
wrinkle. "Sanforized -Pi
.
And it comes in blue,
stripes, etc., etc., for 6.00
So, if you want a cood
shirt, look for a good label.
And if you want the best
label, buy a shirt made
by Arrow.

3 1111.7.7

10th & San Fernando

"Would Christ
Carry a Draft
Card?"

500
280
300
350

Jumbo Burger
Foot-long Hot Dog
Malts
Shakes

70,

College Student Center

All Students Welcome
8 A.M. Midnight Daily

San Jose

I’

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod

STUDY CENTER
LOUNGE
RECREATION
FACILITIES
SUNDAY STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

Avenue
Phone 297-0406

cg A CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GUIDE
THE NEW
WINESKIN

CORPORATION

Do you buy
a shirt
or a label?

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

2944536

5.

Scrx ices: II a.m.

CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
300 S. 10th St.
SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Morning
Worship
5:30 p.m Eucharist
(supper following)
THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Eucharist

NEWMAN

Tenth

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 4
P.M.
Fri. 11:40
5 P.M.
Sunday Mass

Daily Mass

Staff Father
Father

Open daily
8 a.m.-I0 p.m.
"If I say ’God is a ride in a yellow submarine’ ...I have not said something that is false; I have not even succeeded in saying something blasphemous: I have rather indicated, if I may make such an utterance with
serious intent, that I do not understand Godtalk."
Dr. Kai Nielsen

Chapel of Heconciliation

!TED
’Ascii)!

P.M.

San

ucit cinusr
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Two Dannys Duel at Fresno
iii’ Saturday nt.do at S at Rat- tile instigators will be two Dan DENNIS ANsTINE
. eliffe Stadium in Fresno.
ti
Spartan Dail, sports Editor
Danny Holman and
passes.
The ocrasitin for such wide-open Fresno’s Danny Robinson.
Sideline passes, sereen
.111
;opt
a’ in will be the annual
Both clubs are at the tail -end
short passea, long passes,
Isawe, a the Spartan and
other aerial that can be dnaned
seasons, SJS is 1-6 and
State oral inintant- and
,t,intls at 3-6. hut this will
will be seen flodaio throdt.di

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

Sauna room

Reducing
Body building

Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Corrective Exercise

Locker Service

ANNOUNCING
Massage now cvailable by
Mr. Bill
formerly

Cupp’.;,

masseer

Team and The
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For Pete Santos, Spartan cross
be forgotten quickly as the contest is an impoitant one for both. country ace, San Jose State has
SJS leads the series 17-15-3, but been a proving ground for his runFresno has won the last two years, ning ability.
24-18 and 15-13. Spakta has had
Never before, in high school or
trouble with the so called small iunior college, has Santos had the
on
its
ticheclule
teams
college
dig recent years :is squads like opportunity to make a concerted
i Pacific and Fresno have turned in effort to become an accomplished
top performances for upset wins. athlete.
Fresno
will
undoubtedly
be
"I have a natural ability to
fired-up once again, and with Robrun," the 21 -year-old sophomote
inson they have the quarterback
who has sparked the Bulldogs over said, "but SJS has been my first
opportunity to train and have a
SJS the past two games.
Robinson has passed for 1880 coach who. will work me hard."
yards on 143 completions this year
Coach Ted Banks has been
as Fresno’s offense has been dom- working Santos hard, too. The
inated by the aerial attack.
harrier says he is running three
"Robinson is probably the best times as much now’ as he did in
all-around quarterback that we junior college.
will meet this year, as he is a
good runner and an excellent
passer." Spartan Coach Harry Anderson said.
Robinson keeps the ball in the
air as much as possible as he has
Although the Spartan harriers
two good receivers in halfback
Lloyd Madden and end Gary Finch. do not have a scheduled meet
this weekend, they won’t be
He threw 41 times for 25 completions last weekend in a losing Idle. Coach Ted Banks Is taking
the squad to Tahoe for high
cause against Pacific.
"Walt Shockley has been impres- altitude training in preparation
sive in practice along with full- for the nationals Nov. 27 in
back Jerrell Andrews," Anderson Larairde, Wyoming,
commented. Andrews will start in
place of Clarence Kelley who is
out with a leg injury.
At Fresno J.C., Santos would
"Our defense has bee:. playing train only twice a week, spending
inspired ball recently with Steve much of his time working and
Alcxakos, Rich Watts, and of studying. His "natural ability,"
course, Dwight Tucker leading the however, enabled him to finish
way," Anderson said. "This will fourth in the state cross country
have to continue to stop Robin- meet last year and second in the
son."
state J.C. track meet in the mile.
Tucker, lineman of the game in
Santos sustained a knee injury
the last two contests he has played,
early in the season and was out of
has been hobbled with an ankle
action until three weeks ago when
sprain this week, but should be
he surprised the Stanford Indians
ready by tomorrow. Dave Renner
by finishing first with a time of
will start at Tucker’s spot on de20:10. It was his first victory as
fense and Frankie Slaton will go
a Spartan and was a sign of
at flanker.
things to come.

Harriers in Tahoe

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

Complete gym

Cross -Country Ace Finds Sparta
Proving Ground for Improvement

.. the U.S. Olympic
Angeles Athletic Club

295-9910

413 E. SANTA CLARA

MAKE IT A GOO D ONE!
One of her biggest moments
receiving her ring’ Make it a
good one! Fcr the diamond
ring worn by the bride-to-be
will be wcrn forever. Proctor’s recommends the de
signs shown here

They ,
are today’s versions of

SJS’s six-time NCAA champion
judo team took a giant step toward
number seven Wednesday night
easily overpowering Stanford, California and San Fransisco .State
in a four-way meet,
This was the final competitive
meet for the Spartans this fall
but Saturday night at 6 a Promotional Tournament will be held
in the upstairs Men’s Gym.
The tournament, held about
three times a year, is for the purpose of promoting the ranks of
judo men from all over the Central coast division. Most of the
members of the SJS judo team
will compete.
In the Wednesday night match,
the Spartans beat Stanford, 84-24,
California, 40-10 and SFS, 20-14,
for a combined point total of 144
for SJS and 122 for the other
three schools.
In the Cal match, pins were recorded by Adam Malolepszy and
Lewis Solitske of SJS while in the
San Francisco State match, Matoiepszy returned to notch his second win of the night and Doug
Sanchez threw his opponent with
a tandoshi (side body drop).

"Santos has been responding
well to the hard workouts and is
just now realizing the fruits of
his hard work," commented Banks.
"His times on the Stanford and
Cal courses rank among the top
timr recorded," he
Santos stands a good chance to
finish in the top 15 at the nationals Nov. 27 and gain All-American status, according to Banks.
But as the Spartan ace said,
"The elevation and climate are going to be tough and it will take
more intestinal fortitude and endurance to finish the race." He
said, though, "Nothing would be
better than to be an All-American."

mummummmimmummilimisiec
E

intramurals
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FALL SPORTS
Deadline for badminton entries
is Wednesday, Nov. 22. Competition begins Monday, Nov. 27.
The turkey trot will he run
Tuesday from in front of the Cafeteria on Seventh Street to Spartan Stadium and back.

the classic Tiffany setting.

111180111101~oliallsikolta
STORE FOR MEN
Downtown SAII Jot.
Since 1925

Elegantly simple 14K
gold mountings glorify
single diamonds in unquestionably good taste.
Dollar-wise, these designs
have many advantages Because the all-important cen-

Presenting

The London Fog
MAINCOAT

ter diamond is the only diamond in each it is larger and,
finer than if part of the cost went
into surrou nding diamonds.

$100
NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

$500

priced according to the center stone

from $37.50

when it cornea to

DIAMONDS

A bin a complete selection of
Famous London Fog Jackets

you’ll (10 beg at .
91 SO. FIRST STREET
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILA AG1

When the fog rolls in or the rain comes down or the sun
shines, slip into your London Fog Maincoat. Weatherresistant in exclusive Calibre Cloth (65% Dacronfi polyester, and 35% combed cotton) backed by Third Barrier
Construction in the shoulder. Tailored impeccably with
split shoulder, single breasted center vent styling . . .
loaded with London Focrlf exclusives. It’s a coat that belongs everywhere, except the closet. In a selection of sixes
and colors (black, olive, tan and navy).

$20

eweieti

OPEN MONDAY and THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL

p.m.

fast

improvement

the Ro3,0 QOES EVER on
son c; c cle - music By
OonALO swarm poems
tolkien
Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and
Torn Rombadil can be sung or played by all. Donald
Swann, of Faie and Swa n he,, with t n! assistanceand.nctrzenento;oformIk.n
seven songs from The Lord of The Rings to music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements
are for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given.

$3.95

poems An0 sonos of minte emnh
READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN

far his first venture into the recording World Professor
folkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombed& On the reverse side William Elvin
sings the songs from The Road Goes Ever On with
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a Mui.1
Caednion Record rTC 1231
$5 95
Aya.ine.y at you, YoYaGY
HOUGHTON NI.CFLIN COMPANY

Last weekend the tough competitor raced across the finish line
10 seconds ahead of the nearest
harrier in the California meet.

ludokas Triumph
!n Four-Way Meet

Masseur

- PP
PETE SANTOS . ..

WEEKEND SPECIAL

We Don’t
Care How
You Come
To Angelo’s
Free Parking

at

38 S. 3rd Street

72 E. Santa Clara
FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak

NEW STEAK
RIB. EYE

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

$2.25
$1.35
HOsTELJASKE

ANGELO’S
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NCAA Regionals

Soccermen Seek Revenge vs. USF
V) di) just four games between
From there, they would fly to
them and the NCAA championship. St. Louis for the semi-final and
spartan hootcr: ti) for a mini-n- championship games.
ot itch ism mei defending nat:onal
In their first match earlier this
season, the Spartans beat the
Dons 2-1 and hope to make it two
In a tow as USF did last year.
Their second victory over the
Tomorrim’s Nt.1.% Regional Spartans was in the Regionals and
Battle betoeen !MS and USE’ ill was a stepping stone to their naSpartan Stadium wall cost all tional title.
By winning the West Coast
4.15 students $1. Tickets oil! gm
Intercol legi a t e Soccer Confer..., tt,
on sale at 045 p.m, tomorrow
with
a 6-0-1 record 00-0-1 overat the Spartan $tadium box
offices on Seventh and 111th all), the Spartans gained the No.
1 spot in the West Coast Regionstreets.
als
USF was second with a 6-1 mark
champion USE Dons tornorroW
but earned a spot in the tournanight at 8 in Spartan Stadium.
ment by whipping UCLA WedIf the Spartans defeat the Dons
nesday, 1-0, in an elimination
in the NCAA West Coast Regiongame.
als, they will play the winner of
Coach Julie Menendez scouted
tomorrow’s Colorado College-St.
the USE -UCLA game and was imLouis University game- in the quarpressed with both teams.
ter-finals.
"It was a very even game,"
Menendez said, "but it was a
nervous -type of game. Neither
team could get in the giouve and
settle the ball.
"USE feels that it was an acci(tent that we beat them the first
time." the each said, "and that

Soccer Tickets

LARL

MISSED ITSpartan center forward Ed Storch (0 attempts a
goal shot in Tuesday’s 7-1 victory over San Francisco State.
SJS meets USF Saturday night in the regional playoffs at Spartan

Stadium.

Spartans Defend Crown
In State Polo Tourney
Officially,
it’s
POMONA
called the State College Water
Polo Tournament. But if everything goes according to plan here
this weekend, it will be a rematch
between defending 1966 champion
San Jose State and runner-up Long
Beach State.
Last year the Spartans edged
the ’49ers 9-8 for the title. SJS
met the same Long Beach team
earlier this month, squeaking by
in the last minute, 14-13.
This year’s tournament is the
largest ever held in its history,
which dates back to the mid-’50’s.
Eleven teams are entered and will
be playing at host school Cal Poly.
Coach Lee Walton’s charges will
have to get through the quarter
and semi-final games, however, before meeting the ’49en. .Long
Beach realizes the same task, too.
San Jose will play its first game
this morning at 11, meeting the

winner of the Fresno State-Cal
State L.A. game in the Diablos’
pool.
Successful in that contest, the
Spartans will move on to Pomona
for a 5 p.m. contest against the
victor of the San Diego State-Cal
Poly of Pomona skirmish.
The championship game will be
played tomorrow morning at Pomona.
Top threats to the SJS crown
are Long Beach and host Cal Poly.
San Jose coasted to an easy 25-6
triumph over Cal Poly earlier in
the season but Poly has come on
strong of late. They played a tight
contest with Long Beach recently,
losing 16-13.
When Sparta realizes its anticipat,,,1 battle with Long Beach,
the splashers will have their hands
full again as they did in the Santa
Clara pool earlier.
The ’49ers are led by their super

star Bob Saari. The high scoring
ace poured in nine goals against
the Spartans this year, but to no
avail. Saari has a supporting cast
of five top junior college transfers.
San Jose’s all-star cast will be
led by Greg Hind, Jack Likins,
Steve Hoberg, Dennis Belli. Tim
Halley and either John Schmitt or
Dan Landon in the field. Dennis
Lombard and Bob Likins will alternate in the goal.
Likins was the offensive star for
San Jose in the first Long Beach
clash, scoring the initial goal of
the game and capping the nip and
tuck battle with a goal in the
final 25 seconds. He finished the
day with six tallies.
Up until last year’s title victory,
the Spartans had to settle for secong place in the tourney for five
straight years. But the poloists are
not about to relinquish the crown
they sought for so long.

9ine flpt4
’Theater
California Ave.
327-6655
Palo Alto
Academy Award Winner

"THE WAR GAME"
Co-feature

Peter Sellers as
"DR. STRANGELOVE"

AMERICA

It’s

so easy and tun!

Elapsed Time Indicator
Eliminates Guesswork

2 LOCATIONS
732 S. 1st St.
(Bet. Virginia & Margaret)

804 Lincoln Ave.
(At Scoot)

TRY US FOR YOUR
COMPACT, BOAT OR
HONDA

tile

#7/fe/«.-

tmong Co.141,1raiAte a,,d ather cities.

Zee, feesi
DIRECT FROM THE
S. F. FILM FESTIVAL

international

NOV. 16 - NOV. 21

DOWNTOWN LOS ALTOS

JODY MILLER

RICHARD LESTER’S
"HOW I WON THE WAR"
JOHN LENNON
MICHAEL CRAWFORD

NOV. 30 -DEC. 5

"The kids may go nutsy over
the film, since its very rampartsy."
Judith Crist, NBC-TV

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

Lowe

SaIMP4

1433 The A ameda
297-3060

"it Will
to 71
sthr7e:ihce
- aYoriet
I’’ ties111e chap
(Person)
"hat)
old it
Pet ten

ROY HEAD
DEC. 14 - DEC. 19

THE COASTERS
HURRY!
LAST 2
WEEKS

111

(3()MMIr11EE TILE/U.1111
/135 monigornery S, 946
Nighlly excepl Mon BM rr, Sac Also 10 45. Wer5
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ALL-COLLEGE
DANCE
FRIDAY, NOV. 178-12 P.M.
2 Great Bands

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
She’s wringing her mitts
Crying ’Out! Out of Schlitzr
No wonder the old girl is mad."

SHOWS TO COME

948 5212

-5

SAN JOSE

4 Min. Wax 50c

AT THE BRASS RAIL

alto

interlude

3rd & SANTA CLARA

5 Min. Wash 25c

PUSSYCAT GO GO

NOW PLAYING

’mmEMIPEMImull
.0111111Mimmillip

1,1,4 tie 44,/aJlniinsanlown Fin. 011,0 !,1
n
WIC 00 BV .1.-

II backs, Bob Recd.
Art Romsss nickel at
till’
halves.
Henry Carnacho will be at richt
wing, Fred Nourzad at insat,
right, Ed Storch at center
ward, Sam Deus at inside left ;th.1
I ’,oh Davis at left
and

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE

What to do . . .

we got them
in II -------coon
But We’ve had -.411t. L....al tough
games since t lwa too, and both
teams should be .it their best tomorrow night."
Frank Mangiola will man the
Spartan nets, Luis Mintegui and
Bert Mamiquez will be at the

75c Stag
1.25 Couple

D.U. HOUSE
155 SO. 11TH ST.

FASHION SHOW MON. through FRI. AT NOON

NOW APPEARING

JODY MILLER
"WALKS LIKE A MAN"
"QUEEN OF THE HOUSE"
COMING ATTRACTION

ROY HEAD
NOV. 30 THROUGH DEC. 5
********************
MATINEE SHOW
NOW APPEARING
THURS. & FRI.
********************
5 TO 8 P.M.
6 GO GO GIRLS
BAMBI
KARY
PAT
LINDA
TOBIE
SUSIE
FEATURING
LAS VEGAS TYPE SHOWS
NO COVER CHARGE
50c DRAFT BEER
DURING SHOW TIME
COME TO
WHERE THE ACTION IS
COME TO
THE BRASS RAIL

RICHaRDLESTER’s etaw
NM WA
NEW

TARA

PiteRaElt

AND HER TWO 12 -ft.
BOA CONSTRICTORS

1-

ALSO

"DIAMOND JIM"
THE KARATS
FEATURING JIMMY MAMAU

I 1

LUNCHES I DINNERS SERVED Call
IN MIR 110111111W I 504114 OHM

NO COVER CHARGE

THE BRASS RAIL
160 Mt. View-Alviso Road, Near Lockheed

>a"

11,
1

Cam
STUDENT RATE
WITH ASS CAP D

FRI

SHOW TIMES:
SUN..THURS., COMPLETE SHOWS AT 7 & 930 P.M.
& SAT ONLY COMPLETE SHOWS AT 7, 9 & II P.M

HELD OVER

ALL THIS AND
NO COVER CHARGE

AMATEUR NITE
EVERY WEDNESDAY

II

NITED
TISTS

2nd WEEK

BOB DYLAN "DON’T LOOK BACK"
SUGGESTED
MATURE AUDIENCES

THE BEATLES "HELP"

EVERYTHING IS...
"MADE IN ITALY" COLOR
CO -HIT

"ENTER LAUGHING"coLoR

1

color co-hit
420904-S5.5441st
GAY
2 ADULT FILMS FROM JAPAN

"THE BODY"
COLOR CO -HIT

"PLEASURES OF THE FLESH"
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Job Interviews

Peace Corps Ends
SALE!
Recruitment Week
INC.
On Campus Today BOOKS

Lockheed Moodie, & Space ComJanuary graduates may sign up
for appointments daily in the pany. Majors, Aeron., EE, Me, IE,
Placement Center, Adm.234. Sign- Phys., Math, Ind. Tech.
ups begin each Tuesday for interIBM (Information Reconis
views the following week.
Majors, all.
IBM (Field Eng. Div.). Majors,
MONDAY, Nov. 20
A week-long Peace Corps reEE, Me., Phys., Math, Ind. Arts,
Air Force Contract Management
cruitment drive winds up tomorInd. Tech.
Division. Majors, Ind. Tech.. EE..
row on campus with a special
IBM (Data Processing).
Me, Bus. Admin., Econ., Acctg.,
30-minute language aptitude test.
IBM (Systems
Intl. Mgt., Personnel Adtnin., FiFive recruiters located at a
nance, Lib. Arts.
Mow Adams & Company. Mabooth on Seventh street in front
IBM (Office Products Div.). jors, acelg.
Majors, all.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. of the Cafeteria, are distributing
Peace Corps information and apMajors, Acctg.
IBM (Data Processing
Majors, Engr., Phys.
Bus., Lib. Arts.

HAL LINDSEY
.. at Jonah s Wail

Christian Leader
Hal Lindsey Speaks
At Wail Tonight
I

(.1ms:

represen-

:opus Crusade for
ss ill speak at Jon

W al

has been

011

n _lit at 7. Lindscy
’.1,11r1IS

since Wed-

nesday makin.,, guest appearances.
tie is on a speaking tour that
svilj cover 60 colleges when completed. A former ferry boat pilot
in the Louisiana swamplands,
Lindsey changed professions when
he earned his Masters of Theology
and became head of the Los Angeles staff of the Campus Crusade.
Saturday the Wail will present
a tribute to Charlie Chaplin. The
111.01’il"
"Easy
Street,’’ st rring
Chaplin, will be shown

Psi Chi Meeting
Prescrn
::, and the future
plans
hi I. ’enter for Interdiseiplinary Studies will he discussed ti night by Dr. Alvin fludoff, director iif the Center.
He will speak at eight in Cafeteria R.
- -

Sri., Math,

Dow Chemical Company.

WEDNESDAY. Nov. 22
IBM Corporation (System*
Sears, Roebuck. Majors, Acctg.,
Manuf. Div.). Majors, EE, ME, 1E,
Bus.
Math, Phys., Chem., Mat. Sc!..
Service Bureau Corp. (IBM SubELK
sidlary’). Majors, Math, Engr.,
Scott Paper Company. Majors,
Phys.
.d1 with interest in business.
75,11111111. Tulier, Bayer & GoldDepartment of Health. Edelenberg ((’PA’s). Majors, Acctg.
tio
& Welfare, Audit Agency.
IBM (Systems Mfg.).
Majors, Acetg.
DOW Chemical Company. Majors, ChE, ME, CE, Chem., Acctg.,
Set
Army & Air Force Exchange
Service.
Majors,
Bus.
Admin., TODAY
I.ib. Arts.
International Students OrganisaLaventhol, Krekatein, Horwath
Christian
First
tion,
6 p.m.,
& Horwath. Majors, Acctg.
Church, 80 South Fifth. Indian
TUESDAY, Nov. 21
Dinner, reservations AD:14201.
Alpha Phi Omega. 6:30 and
Montgomery Ward. Majors, Bus.
9:30 p.m., Morris Dailey AuditorAdmin., Aretg., Lib. Arts.
ium. Friday Flicks. "Captain Newman, M.D.," Starring Tony Curtis
and Gregory Peck.
Alpha Kappa Delta, 7 p.m.,
Sambo’s, 1860 The Alameda. Initiation banquet, speaker Harry
Edwards.
Hiller Council, 7 p.m., Memorial
The SJS Jazz Chamber Ensemhle and a young rock group, Chapel. Sabbath Services for Jewthe "Twilights" will combine their ish students.
Muslim Students Association.
talents in a special jrtz.z eoncert
at Diablo Valley College this Sun- 7:30 p.m., ED210. Prayer meeting,
noon, LN201.
day at 2:30 p.m.
Psi Chi, 8 p.m., Cafeteria B.
Dwight Cannon, assistant professor of music, is director of the Honorary society of psycholoQ.
business meeting.
ji-177, ensemble. The group placed

Spartaguide

SJS Jazz Group
At Diablo Sunday

second last you. in the Cerrito.;
College Intercollegiate Jazz Festival in Los Angeles.
The "Twilights" combo is composed of four boys and one Oa
aged 11-13, all from the San Jose
ares

SATURDAY
AIESEC, 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
F.N346. Fruit Basket letter assembly.
sr N DAY
Spartan Tr -C, 9:45 a.m. and
p.m.. Third! and San Antonio.

C4-1R-0013II\l"

plications through today for the

looks up to 95o

college

students

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving California Since 1551
65,000 BOOKS - 75,000 CARDS

Let SILVA Care For Your Car
Allow Silva Service to expertly fill all
your automotive needs.
Pleasurizer Shock Absorbers

Delco

it eliminates the 2 -hour
education level portion,

only

since

Professional Pharmacists

Stevens Creak & Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

Tomorrow’s test differs from the
standard Peace Corps test, administered through U.S. Post Offices,
in that

Co.

Drug

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Town & Country Village

test.

general

Moderne

off!

Complete Brake Work

are

Wheel Balance

eligible.

Tune-Up

It will be administered in JC,
224 between the hours of 10-11
a.m. and 1-2 p.m, tomorrow. A
filled out Peace Corps application
is requested, but not mandatory.
to take the test.
Currently there are 125 SJS
graduates serving overseas in the
Peace Corps and 34 in training. A
total of 141 graduates have completed Peace Corps tours. This
ranks SJS twelfth in the country
in the number of alumni who are
Peace Corps veterans.

I.uhe
Serving San Jose State students for
35 years at 4th and San Fernando

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

295.8968

Late for Class? Well Park if for You. Low Rates.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly SONY 660 TAPE RECORDER. 2 spkrs.
accept adyn- no from advertisers who 2-50 watt amps, totted on sound, like
cation on the basis of new. Call 736-2750.
practice f,
cc -1.loral origin.
cece cr-,1
HELP WANTED 141
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
PHONE FOR MONEY
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal
Si GETS YOU DATES for the rest of society from your own private desk in
the sernesier. Call your Spartan Dating pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves.
Service 297-4140.
298-1263.
Salary
NEED TRAVELING COMPANION. TECHNICIAN: PART TIME for elect.
world.
around
the
30th
Jar.
Leaving
testing. 4 hrs per day 6.10 p.m. M.F.
Expected return: early August. 298-2323. Call 739-6170. Salary.
WANTED: GOOD USED microscope.
Call 252.5312.
HOUSING 15)
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. Include stamped envelope, Idlewild Pub- 20 ACRE PARCEL. Santa Cruz Mtns,
lishing Company, 543 Frederick, San Off County Road. $15,000. A terrific
Francisco.
buy at $5,000 down and terms. Call
ONE WEEK ONLY fr ’,1rn in Tower agent 438-0400. Eves, 377-4357.
- ,nt but- HALLS OF IVY. Women’s housing opts.
List Cards and get
N
17.
tons. 7th St. Deadline
Call 297-1814,
FURNISHED ROOM, MALE student,
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
kitchen priv. No smoking or drinking.
$15. 293-3088.
Will
SELL.
’65 VW BUS-Sunroof. MUST
IviALE: QUIET, UPPER DIVISION, sari.
consider trade or sell for $1450. 251- ass student. Share nice I bdrrn. apt.
8080. ext. 23, days: 258.3723 eves,
aTo N. 3fel. #3. 297.9150. D. Greer.
ti-CAD. -WHITE, new paint. Good FEMALE TO SHARE 1 bdrm. apartment.
tires. Must sell. $375. 286-6421.
Inquire at LaDonna Apartments, 385 S.
’67 MORRIS MINOR "WOODY" station 4th St. *4.
wagon. ’62 Sprite engine. Good condi- FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
tion. $300 or trade for good pickup. comfortable 2 -person apartment. 470
356-7339 eves.
S. 3rd.. Api, 4. 293.2557.
’69 BUICK, POWER steering, brakes, ra- MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Must
trans.
dio. Very good motor, tires
to share I bdrm. apt. 1 block from
campus. 466 S. 7th St.
sell. 5200. Bill. 567-9544.
’67 HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER. Excellent FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
.
Like new. See to furnished apartment. $47.50/me. 57 S.
cond.,
map,. ,-.
’ 6075.
15th St. #2. 297.4434 after 6 p.m.
’64 HONDA. STEP -THROUGH & auto. M -F.
5150/offer. 353- I QUIET MALE STUDENT needed im
matic c-orer. F..
Is
1297 eves. Ideal
I bedroom apartment 620
media’,
21, Call 286.1243.
ndition - old S. 9’h ‘:
CARS WANTED: ANY
or new. A-I Auto Wreckers. 227-8730.
200 Hillsdale Ave.
’64 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, 24.000 mi.
Full power. AM -FM, 4 new tires, one
armee. must sell 298.5366.
Ti,C)AS A5s)6NmeNr.
’63 SPRITE, FINE mechanically, many
(t) trorAsr GOFF-ETmust soil NOW. $725. 2931785
(23 P

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: 1/2 FRAME COLOR slides past
week. Call 286.4913 after 3 p.m. Small
reward.
LOST: 4 MOS. OLD male Husky/Shepherd answers to name of "Crusher". Call
294.2464. REWARD.
LOST: GRADUATION EXCER. Jan ’65,
to recover sign petition on 7th St. Midterm grads only.
LOST: BROWN WALLET, contact Jurgen Stoll, Allen Hall. Phone 294.8741.
REWARD.

TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
thesis, etc. Reasonable. Work guaranteed. 294-3772, 9 a.m. to 430 p.m.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598,
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Durks 287-1795,
100 RESUMES
$2.75 up. Laminating’
rub. Stamps -copies. Alameda Community Business Agency. 293-0535.

TRANSPORTATION 19)
LOST: SMALL GREEN address book on
10th St.? Bos 714 Saratoga. or 867.
3527, REWARD.
$399.60 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
return Sept. 4, French study course
included
at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PERSONALS lin
PARIS. German course available too.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
CUSTOM MADE CONTEMPORARY Beverly Hills 12131 274-0729.
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
RIDE NEEDED OR JOIN car pool. T, W,
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/ or Th. Centerville (Fremont) to SJS.
354-8200,
Joan, 792-4787.
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish RIDE NEEDED TO LA afternoon Nov. 22.
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos Will share expenses, 296-3052. Call eves.,
Authentic recipe from the Old Country. ask for Rob.
Open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
WANTED: RIDE OR RIDERS from Saratoga (Quito area) for 8:30 2:30
SERVICES at
classes. 379-1028 after 6. Blake,
NEED RIDE TO SANTA BARBARA Nov.
EXQUISITE.
REASONABLE TYPING 17. Will share expenses. Larry Appel
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700 297-9733. If not in leave message.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher NEED RIDE TO SJS FOR 730 class
per pane.
MWF from Fremont -Newark area. Will
pay. Call Dan 797-9262.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term ropers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica, Call
2436313. 9 am.ti4 8 p.m.

To Place
an ad:

EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers,
nt Phrr-rt 258 4315,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
ToAsr

HELPFUL HINTS’
i. HAVE MEDICAL INSAUP
2. sEre-ve VITAMIN

JELLY

’64 RAMBLER STATION wagon. 6 cyl.
, trans., R/H, good condition. Low
Price. $750. 293.0478.
’58 AUSTIN HEALEY $250. Needs work,
inr
hike, Phone

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

FOR SALE ID

Monday. Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

REDECORATED 2 STORY HOME 13
2 2 baths, full basement & attic,
.vrrh.
.alunq distance of SJS. Ideal
for campus groups, orlanizations, or
large family - 485 E. Reed. 297-8250

Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

elt44V.E.Sr 2TM7NT LOT FOR SALE. $250
down, $40/mo. Great growth potential.
Phone Gibson, 294-5138.

next years blazer is pearl gray
(Crofts has It today!)
Grodins is going gray early. With classic blazers in pearl gray,
next year’s cultured color for men that’s here at Grodins today.
Important combinations: pearl with basic black trousers or with
our crisp, new black and white check slacks. Give or take a button: double breasted, 59.50; single, $58.
$corn in prises In Gredlna football peel, Get your FREE PIgskin

GOING TO PASADENA
FOR SALE. EVERYTHING I got
. .
,- .
1 grit it. Skid, car,
’ ,.) Free with every
Hire from a selec
pre.enlightenmen(
(they sound ire&
,en, are ,t
rtrn nnlighteneri.) Come
and see me at 259 San Antonio Court.
My name is Den Collie.
HI-FI SHERWOOD FM TUNER, Grommet amp., Garrard changer, EV Aristo.
int corner horn. Mono: great sound.
3100 tikes all. 269-9365.

CENTER
in San Jose at Stevens Creek Blvd. & Freeway 17
VALLEY FAIR

SAN ANTONIO CENTER
in Mountain View at El Camino Real and San Antonio Rd.
Shop both

ices

Monday through Friday nights until 9:30 P.M.

-

3
4
5
6

One day

lines - 1.80
lines
2.00
lines
2.50
Units _ 3.00

-Add thIs
amount for
each addl..
tional line

.50

Two days

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
int Sale PH

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
non* 294.6414. Ext. 2465

M 15 5 RILE MAKE

THI5 COURSE 50 PRACTICAL-1i

Three days

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

2.602.50
3.00
3.50

2.25 .
2.75
3.25
3.75

140
2.90
3.40
3.90

30

.50

.50

Rya days

-2BO-1-.-0-0
-CM
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
17
El
In

-

011E5

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

finer any Gradins salesperson Gredins brings you all
,-es on radio KNEW 910 on your d,01.

.

_

n Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
f Lost an round (6)

CI Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
1-1 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For _

Address

Enclosed is $

City

_

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 10SE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

____ Days

